RESTRICTIVE CLAUSE COMM. REPORTS
INSCOM DISCUSSES CONSTITUTION

The preliminary progress report of the Restrictive Clause Committee was presented before the Institute Senate, Tuesday, December 1. The Restrictive Clause Committee is a center of information concerning the number of restrictive clauses on the various dormitories. These clauses can either be of a racial nature or a religious one, or both. The tentative results of the committee are: 32 of the 34 Fraternity houses have no clauses. One more has a clause that is yet undefined. Of these 4 the fraternity houses that have clauses that ‘must be socially acceptable to the members of the fraternity.’ These students have developed under the leader's guidance and to the person helped, were fully discussed. The group decided that less than 0.05% of the student body should be able to be occupied in some form of social service.

Tutoring Service: Flag, Discussed By Burton House

He who has the urge to paint the walls of elevators will have to submit that urge. Burton House Committee has passed a motion making that "Judiciously be asked to take action on persons who deface elevators and that the penalty for permission of defacing a House flag. The person shall be assessed the cost of painting all three elevators." Founding will be gleed to hear that the Burton House Furniture Committee has decided to continue its great work and there will be a meeting in the 425 lounge Friday night. The House Committee has appropriated 25 dollars to purchase a blackboard for the use of the tutoring service. The blackboard will be purchased if Burton House is unable to secure a board anywhere else.

The House Committee defended a motion to install a shone-house dance in Burton House. This vote was against 5, for 5. and 4 abstaining. Two of these undecided people said that they allow their groups to wrestle, tumble, during breaks or between halves in regular Institute athletic events, by allowing their group to wrestle, tumble, play basketball, or in other ways demonstrate the talents which they have developed under the leader's supervision. Prof. Ivan J. Geiger, whose support was assured for this measure, was also suggested that smokers, similar to the already established R.S.M. service work, both to the volunteer and to the person helped, were fully discussed. The group decided that less than 0.05% of the student body should be able to be occupied in some form of social service.

Athletic Exhibitions
Among the concrete suggestions brought forward was the plan that the leaders should be: health camps, during breaks or between halves in regular Institute athletic events, by allowing their group to wrestle, tumble, play basketball, or in other ways demonstrate the talents which they have developed under the leader's supervision. Prof. Ivan J. Geiger, whose support was assured for this measure, was also suggested that smokers, similar to the already established R.S.M. service work, both to the volunteer and to the person helped, were fully discussed. The group decided that less than 0.05% of the student body should be able to be occupied in some form of social service.
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One of the lesser positions on the Institute Committee is the Vice-President. Under Inscomm's present system of electing the President of the Undergraduate Association, the runner-up in the balloting becomes the Vice-President. This means that the Vice-President is a disappointed office-seeker, a candidate who has had to be satisfied with the consolation prize, and more likely than not a person with political views diametrically opposed to those of the President.

As a result of this the Vice-President does not fill the position that has been created for him. The duties of a good Vice-President are not to oppose the policies of the President, but to aid and assist the President as much as possible. A Vice-President should be able to take some of the burden of work from the shoulders of the President. For example, the Vice-President is a man to take charge of the vast amount of detail involved in arranging a conference such as the discrimination conference that Institute Committee is planning for this spring.

In recent weeks Institute Committee has made several proposals regarding the elections of a vice-president; that he be made chairman of Activities Council, N.S.A., or some other sub-committee, or that he have specific duties assigned to him. However, the Activities Council and the sub-committees are all important bodies, and as such are deserving of representation on Institute Committee in their own right. In addition to this, most of the groups would object to a chairman imposed upon them by the student body.

After due consideration of the problem we are forced to agree with the Inscomm sub-committee which studied the problem: the vice-president should have no specific duties, but should be free to help the President as much as possible. In order to bring about the vice-president above, he should be in close rapport with the president at all times, and should have similar opinions in matters of importance, in order to carry out his program as fully as possible.

The Institute Committee has also considered another method of electing the Vice-President: that of instituting a quasi-party system, by permitting the Presidential candidates to select their own running-mates. This would mean that a Presidential candidate and a Vice-Presidential candidate would be teamed on the ballot, so they are running essentially as a team. A motion to this effect narrowly missed passing last Tuesday.

The establishment of a party system at the Institute would open the system of student government to continual political bargaining and bickering, and would result in a failure of under-the-table deals to place certain candidates in power. Under the party system, the Vice-Presidential candidate could easily become not an aid to the President, but an appeasement to those who oppose the policies of the Presidential candidate. Again, he could be a personal friend of the Presidential candidate, with little or no ability to fill the position.

As a substitute for the plans that have already been considered by Inscomm, we recommend that the President and Vice-President be elected in separate elections on different days. Such a procedure would eliminate many of the disadvantages of a party system, (1) give the student body an opportunity to select a capable Vice-President; (2) provide the newly-elected President an opportunity to support publicly the candidate of his choice; and (3) provide an opportunity for the students who are interested in student government but do not want the position of Undergraduate President an opportunity to run for the lesser position.

Ugly Men

(Continued from page 2)

I never saw a purple UMOC, of course, not a single one. And I have been well peeled. Ugliness is not next to godliness, but alone I am so God awfully ugly! I am the godliest existing creature.

Ernest H. Trop: If ugliness alone were not enough to assure my victory I must have a real reason. This evening over WMIT during the "Night Owl" show, with her appearance be-

ings scheduled for 11:00 p.m.

Candidate Present Statements

In order to better acquaint The Tech readers with the candidates, a brief statement from each appears below.

Mario Losqunin de Jesus Pacheco de Miranda: I am an ugly friend shun me when girls are approached by other aid also shun them so they don't have to make the ins-

tructions. The reason I am running is so that I will fill all about my ugliness.

Chester Rossing: ClassMate Automated AFM 10058-4471161: I never saw a purple UMOC, I would

win by a landslide. However, it has I never hope to see one; but I tell you, anyhow, it'll either be thin or too fat.

Jerome (Wild Woody) Wanzer: I am, without the least shadow of a doubt, the ugliest man on campus, and show definite prehistoric qualities in-

cluding the inability to display the most signs of intelligence. I can, and have, worn uglier pears by rank than any other "living" thing.

James (the Bass) Grant: Given almost ubiqitous fandom when puking mopoing up sop easy waskees oneub shut (pauk) MUMAS (Rude of the translation)." 

Klaus Rubik k: I was born in the 27th century A.D. I was sent back to my ancestors in the 20th century because my family couldn't stand me.

I am now under study at M.I.T. I am taller than any other Tech cool.

Glyn D. (Rodent Rauch) Jack-

men: Many American plastic surgeons have tried and failed, but Dr. Oaf feminizes, famous Danish surgeon, has promised results.

This boy is being for his remarkable transformations.

I feel that I am well qualified, for under my exterior lies a kind, mag-

esthetic personality, as demonstrated by my attraction for comics. So get in the parade you dogs and vote for the Beta President.

Charlie R. (the Red Messenger) Oke:

This is the perfect example of the product turned out by the Institute. I feel an attraction for youthful, THINK before you apply.

John (Haakus) Reynolds: Beauty is only skin deep, but unfortunately I have been well peel. Ugliness is next to godliness, but alone I am so God awfully ugly! I am the godliest existing creature.

Winners: Henry Blumthaler: If ugliness alone decided who to be the UMOC, I would

Inscomm (Continued from page 2): many other schools have such a setup. The committee was not the present time, and it was felt that there is no reason why the Institute should not do as much for its constituents.

Seiler Reinstated

At the request of Denver, John Selker 55, who had last resigned from Inscomm, shredded his resignation 55 has been elected to serve his term. He is unable to attend the Inscomm meetings.

Announcements

Transmission of the representatives to Inscomm and suspension of the Tech will be discussed at the next meeting, Wednesday, December 8. Some amendments to the Tech by-laws were passed at this meeting. The most important amendments were the establishment of the Freshman Coordinating Committee as a standing sub-committee, and an amendment requiring publication of the offers elected by activities responsible to the Institute Committee. The Constitution discussion will be concluded at the next meeting on Wednesday, December 8. In the absence of Chairman Richard S. Bolley, the meeting was con-

...
What have VICEROYS got that other filter tip cigarettes haven't got?

THE ANSWER IS
20,000 FILTERS IN EVERY VICEROY TIP

Inside every Viceroys tip is a vast network of 20,000 individual filters to filter your smoke once and over again. You get only the full, rich taste of Viceroys choice tobaccos... and Viceroys draw so freely.

Yes, you get Viceroys remarkable new tip... with 20,000 individual filters... plus king-size length for only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters.

WORLD'S LARGEST-SELLING FILTER TIP CIGARETTE

New King-Size Filter Tip VICEROY

Only a Penny or Two More than Cigarettes Without Filters

When you know your beer... it's bound to be Bud

You see it so often... a warm welcome for a cold bottle of Budweiser. And it's so wonder that the distinctive taste of Budweiser pleases people as no other beer can do... for only Budweiser is brewed by the costliest process on earth.

Enjoy Budweiser
Leads All Beers In Sales Today... and Through The Years!

Anheuser-Busch, Inc.
St. Louis - Newark - Los Angeles
Skaters Beaten By Huskies Aitken Sparkles For Tech

The Tech hockey team began its challenging 18 game schedule by losing to Northeastern 2-0. The Huskies outplayed the Techies in the last two periods but were unable to score, although numerous dangerous chances occurred. It was the first game of the season for both teams and team play and coordination were lacking. Many pucks eluded the outstretched sticks and many a pass sailed behind the intended receiver.

The first period saw Northeastern dominating play and Tech's outstanding goalie Sandy Aitken '56 preventing the Huskies from scoring until 8:40 of the period when center Dick Cavanaugh scored to give Northeastern a 1-0 lead. Norththeastern failed to score after this goal even though two Tech players were in the penalty box simultaneously. Until this time, Tech's play could be described as "rusty." Nev Gillis '57 and Jim Bartsch '55 harassed the Huskies while Harold Wells '56 and Nick DiBona '55 prevented the Huskies from scoring with fine defensive play during the penalty time. This initial spark was enough to ignite the Tech attack.

Sugli Loan Good

Tech continued a fast pace in the second period but Northeastern's pace could not be slowed. Five spectacular saves by Aitken kept the score at 2-0. The rest of the period saw fast scoring opportunities. One set-up was missed in front of the cage and great defensive play stopped Nev Gillis who almost carried the puck into the net. At the 13 minute mark the Huskies scored their second goal and cooled Tech's hopes and spirited play. Shortly after, two goals away Aitken kept the score at 2-0. The rest of the period saw few scoring efforts and the buzzer sounded with Northeastern ahead by a 2-0 count.

Aitken, Wells Outstanding

Much credit is due to Sandy Aitken for his great goal-tending. He had 38 saves for the game and many were spectacular. He is one of the main reasons for this year's success. Harold Wells '56, Tech's outstanding player for the last three years, went in for a solo but the Huskie goalie Don Whynot defied all of his efforts. Ben Martin has been forced to put Wells on defense due to the lack of depth and experience in that quarter. Assignments are still tentative and perhaps Wells will move up to the line whenerryares '56 and Phil Collins '56 become ready for duty.

The last period began and Tech immediatly carried the puck into the Huskies' zone. The spirited Tech line outplayed Northeastern for the first half period and missed a couple of good scoring opportunities. One set-up was missed in front of the cage and great defensive play stopped Nev Gillis who almost carried the puck into the net. At the 13 minute mark the Huskies scored their second goal and cooled Tech's hopes and spirited play. Shortly after, two goals away Aitken kept the score at 2-0. The rest of the period saw few scoring efforts and the buzzer sounded with Northeastern ahead by a 2-0 count.
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Cagers Coast Over Suffolk, Look Sloppy In 83-67 Win

Despite sloppy play and poor shooting, the Engineering varsity basketball team coasted over weak Suffolk U., 83-67 in its opening contest. The scoring was pretty evenly divided among the Tech starting five. Doucette, the Suffolk center, was high man in the contest with thirty-four points.

They controlled both backboards but missed their first eight shots. Suffolk coasted over weak Suffolk U., 83-67 in its opening contest. The scoring was pretty evenly divided among the Tech starting five. Doucette, the Suffolk center, was high man in the contest with thirty-four points.

Friedman [92] leaps for ball against Suffolk. Platzman (28) waits for ball, Howard (40) looks toward Tech basket.

ACCORDING TO THE LARGEST and latest coast-to-coast college survey, college smokers prefer Luckies—and by a wide margin. The No. 1 reason: Luckies taste better. Thousands of students advocate 'Luckies' better taste almost as much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and enjoy better-tasting Luckies at same time. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, Luckies improve immediately. As much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and enjoy better-tasting Luckies at same time. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, Luckies improve immediately. As much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and enjoy better-tasting Luckies at same time. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, Luckies improve immediately. As much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and enjoy better-tasting Luckies at same time. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, Luckies improve immediately. As much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and enjoy better-tasting Luckies at same time. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, Luckies improve immediately. As much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and enjoy better-tasting Luckies at same time. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, Luckies improve immediately. As much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and enjoy better-tasting Luckies at same time. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, Luckies improve immediately. As much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and enjoy better-tasting Luckies at same time. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, Luckies improve immediately. As much as the pair in the Droodle above, titled: Sweethearts attempting to kiss and enjoy better-tasting Luckies at same time. Luckies taste better for good reasons. First of all, Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, Luckies improve immediately.

Better taste Luckies.....

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!

WHAT'S THIS DROODLE?

for solution see paragraph below.

GET TOGETHER NO. 1 PHRASE AFTER USPOP REPORTER LILL WHITFELD University of North Carolina

TEN CENT FILLER BY MEEDAL GRADUATE OF UNLV. J;

THE GOOD STRIKE COIN FLIP

DISC. WITH FIVE TAL

WILLIAM H. MERRY Washington State College

LUMBER JOHNSON WILLIAM F. EXON

CIGARETTES

M.S.

LUCKY STRIKE

CIGARETTES

LUMBER JOHNSON

WILLIAM F. EKON

O.A.T. Co. PRODUCT OF THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES

FLY UNITED AIR COACH

Low fares, frequent scheduled service, all points to United's 4-Engine Air Coaches make travel the most of your vacation.

ALSO

Fareway 1st Class Mainline Flights with same overnight service at fares comparable to 1st Class rail with berth.
Pucksters Lose

PIERIAN SODALITY OF 1808 presents

THE MESSIAH

ATTILIO POTO, Conductor

COMMUNITY CHORAL SOCIETY OF FRAMINGHAM

HARVARD-RADCLIFFE ORCHESTRA

Tickets: $1.20, $1.80, $2.40 at Harvard Coop or by mail from Messiah Concert Manager, Music Building, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

---
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The Tech Foundation will hold an Ong Shafet in the Hayden Library Lounge tonight at 7:45 p.m. Following the service, Professor Arthur Maron of the Humanities Department will give a lecture on "100 Years of Reformed Judaism in America."

FREE LECTURE

On Sunday, December 5, at 6:00 p.m., Professor Thomas Mahoney, of the institute will present a lecture on "Europe 1946." The lecture will be given in the Ridge Auditorium, Broadway, Cambridge. No admission will be charged.

FIRST PARISH IN CAMBRIDGE

Harvard Square, Cambridge

REV. WILBUR B. MILLER, D.D.

Sunday, December 5—11 A.M.

"THE ESSENCE OF PROPHECY"

“The Institute will present a lecture on ‘Lounge Tonight at 7:45

Page Six

“Don’t Shoot!”

From recent Student Council minutes:

CHAIRMAN: Next we come to the problem of the appending directing-habit of our freshmen. We have mind such un-orthodox attire as short-pants, garishly colored shirts, some actually made of sailcloth. win, or wear reds. Definitely not in harmony with our standards.

JOURNALISM REP.: To earn a place, they ain't on the ball team.

SON. OF LORE REP.: Why the shoot 'em?

MED. SCHOOL REP.: I. Great idea! I'll work up a "Good Taste" serum, refined from some Van Heusen Oxfordians stuff. We'll inoculate 'em all.

PHILOSOPHY REP.: Who cares!

LAW SCHOOL REP.: (Happily) Yeah, inoculate 'em. Then maybe some of 'em will get sick, and I...

JOURNALISM REP.: Now it's done. We do their go all around Red Robin Hood's barn, we. what we need is a campaign to tell 'em about the Armitage. . . . We silny, smooth Oxford shirts with the smart, modern collar styles.

ENG. SCH. REP.: And don't forget . . . fine long-sleeved cotton, woven tighter to last longer . . . as the amazing price (thanks to our production facilities) at only $1.20, JOURNALISM REP.: I think we got the idea of an area somewhere, but, don't all is the bag, we gotta . . .

MED. SCHOOL REP.: Inoculate 'em.

LOGIC REP.: Yeah, shoot 'em.

CHAIRMAN: All in favor of mass inoculation say Aye.

(Somewhat cautiously)

JOURNALISM REP.: Maybe some of 'em already wear Van Heusen Oxfordians. Don't shoot 'til you see the whites of their shirts . . .

ART SCHOOL REP.: . . . and the color! Don't forget Oxfordians come in the smartiest colors this side of a Robin Hood's barn . . . what we need is a campaign to tell 'em about the Oxfordian . . the silky, smooth Oxford shirts with the smart, modern collar styles.
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